put it all out by administrative formula to prime Sponsors? even Entitlement could have been sent out on a modified formula basis. l got a quick sign-off [from the secretary] immediately tying it all up [in OYP]."
Taggart's aggressiveness in seizing control of the discretionary funds did not endear him to others in DOL, but neither did it create serious bureaucratic problems.  "The scale of this thing [YEDPA] was unlike anything the department had ever done," Taggart argues.  "ORD [the Office of Research and Development, the unit within OPER with responsibility for demonstrations] had a budget of around [£|20] million a year. We were talking about putting something like $200 million out in the first year. The existing structure just wasn't designed to do that." While others within DOL perceived Taggart äs aggressive, brash, and abrasive, they did not actively oppose his design to control discretionary funding after the secretary's approval and, in fact, assisted him in certain ways.  Howard Rosen, then head of ORD, and Seymour Brandwein, then head of OPE (Office of Policy Evaluation, the other branch of OPER), worked with Taggart.  Rosen helped OYP in contracting for outside Services; Brandwein offered advice on research questions and negotiating the DOL bureaucracy.  One ORD staff itiember , speculating about why Rosen did not fight for more control of YEDPA discretionary funds, said, "I think Rosen . . „ saw YEDPA äs more of an institutional capacity, delivery, building effort and thus didn't see it äs a proper ORD effort." The same relationship held with ASPER, in the Office of the Secretary.  Robert Lerman, then an ASPER staff member, recalls, "ASPER was much more preoccupied with welfare reform, PSE, and [the] Humphrey-Hawkins [füll employment proposal] than with youth employment; the youth programs were less than highest priority, and because of that Taggart was given much freer rein."
Taggart used another device to solidify his position within DOL. He contracted with OPER and ASPER to carry out pieces of the knowledge development agenda. ASPER was given money to conduct basic research on the nature of the youth employment problem, which it used to contract for a number of studies. OPER, in addition to helping with contracting, was given funds to extend two major longitudinal surveys to provide more detailed coverage of youth problems and to fund other youth-related activities. OPER, on its own, also conducted an extensive evaluation of the Job Corps and an assessment of YEDPA Implementation by local prime Sponsors.
By establishing this relationship Taggart deflected any oversight they may have conducted on his research and development activities. According to ASPER's Lerman, "Our relationship with OYP tied us up a little bit.  It's kind of hard to fully oversee another Operation when you can't even spend your own money. We were all understaffed and that worked to Bob's advantage.  Besides, Bob is a doer; he doesn't wait, he acts. He just took control and pushed ahead, and no one was there to teil him otherwise." These sentiments were endorsed by an OPER administrator, who said, "We were reluctant to take on new responsi-bilities beyond our capacity or to get into wrangling with Taggart, with whom [many of us] agreed anyway."

